Franco Signor delivers innovative Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP) compliance
solutions based on unparalleled expertise and decades of industry experience.
We are the fastest growing MSP compliance firm in the U.S., leading the
industry in the development of new products and services.
Our proprietary processes deliver best in class service to our clients with
measurably superior results. Franco Signor’s technology-driven products
and services, like our Compliance 360° program, have revolutionized MSP
compliance—and we’re not slowing down.
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Why Choose
Franco Signor?
• E
 xperience.
Founded by recognized
MSP visionaries.
• T
 echnology.
Our solutions put your
Medicare data to work.
• P
 artnership.
We understand your
unique compliance needs.
• E
 ngagement.
Unparalleled legislative and
regulatory involvement.
• C
 omprehensive.
True MSP compliance
goes beyond Medicare
Set Asides.

CMS has all the pieces for every Medicare claim. Franco Signor thinks
you should, too.
Our Compliance 360° Program has simplified every step of the Medicare
Secondary Payer (MSP) compliance process for the client and front-line
adjuster. We’ve combined Medicare Reporting, Conditional Payments and
Medicare Set Asides (MSAs) into one comprehensive compliance solution.
Our program provides our clients with the completed compliance puzzle.
Conditional Payments, MSAs, and Medicare Reporting programs all
developed independently and with little coordination between them,
resulting in silos of information. CMS compiles information from each silo,
assembling these pieces for every claim.
The Compliance 360° Program duplicates CMS integration with Franco
Signor’s proprietary technology platform. We’ve cut out the manual
processes and replaced them with triggers and alerts that can be easily
updated based on changing CMS policy. That means our clients can settle
and close claims efficiently and with confidence.

Compliance 360°: The Complete Compliance Picture
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Medicare Reporting, Conditional
Payments, and MSAs linked

Flexible technology platform that
connects with any existing system

Business intelligence delivers effective
compliance triggers and alerts

Validation rules provided to avoid MSP
exposures such as penalties
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Customizable dashboards provide critical
insight for decision makers

Integrated audit tools to mitigate
compliance gaps

